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NubeOcho is a children’s publishing house committed to respect for diversity 
and equality between girls and boys. Our books are poetic, entertaining, didactic 
and playful, and they are attractive means to help the young ones express their 
emotions and deal with difficult experiences.

At NubeOcho, we strive to promote the fondness for reading and illustration. 
From an early age, books constitute an irreplaceable vehicle for learning, 
experimentation, observation and transformation towards a more socially 
respectful future.
 
Since our establishment in 2012, we have worked with important writers and 
illustrators, including with young authors. We have also published noteworthy 
foreign books. NubeOcho is the Spanish language publisher of internationally 
known authors like Chris Haughton, Jon Klassen, Steve Antony and Levi Pinfold.

Over the last years, our books have received several national awards such as the 
Kiriko Prize and the Prize for the Best Published Book from the Spanish Ministry 
of Culture. Some of our international awards include the Kate Greenaway, the 
New York Times Best Illustration Children Book and Kirkus Award. Our books 
have also been selected by prestigious institutions, including White Ravens or 
Junior Library Guild.

NubeOcho attends international specialized book fairs such as Bologna Children 
Book Fair, Guadalajara (Mexico) Fair, Frankfurt and Liber.

ABOUT USCONTENTS

PICTURE BOOKS    6

NON-FICTION                     40

BOARD BOOKS                     50

COMIC         60

BACKLIST         68
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Picture Books



A story that will make 
the little ones laugh 
out loud. The perfect 

accompaniment toThe 
World’s Biggest Fart!

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Poop, Contest, Laughter, Animals, Imagination.

From the same AUTHORS: The World’s Biggest Fart. 
10th edition. 55.000 copies sold!

3+
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48 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
280 x 240 mm · 11 x 9 1/2 in

After the international success of The World’s Biggest Fart,  
comes this hilarious animal poop contest.

The horse thinks that his poop is the best in the 
world. But the cow thinks that hers is better.  
The pig, the goat and the duck disagree... 

Which is the best poop in the universe? The 
animals decide to organize a poop contest! 

When the big day arrives, the contestants come 
from far and wide and  there are poops of all kinds… 
round, large, flattened and even square! But who 
will be the winner in the Great Poop Contest?

humorTHE GREAT POOP CONTEST
Rafael Ordoñez · Laure du Faÿ



A funny and  
sleepy story,  

perfect to read  
before bed.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Savannah, Animals, Sleep,  
Night, Song.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

3+
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48 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
260 x 260 mm · 10 1/4 x 10 1/4 in

When night falls on the savannah, the animals go 
to sleep. But Littlephant… still wants to play!

It’s night, but Littlephant doesn’t want to go to 
sleep. His father sings him the song in which the 
animals are quiet and then fall asleep: the snake, 
the zebra, the hyena, the ostrich and  the crocodile 
“Hush now, hush. Hush now, hush”. Daddyphant 
finally manages to get Littlephant to sleep but then 
something unexpected happens…

José Carlos Andrés and Alessandro Montagnana  
bring us an inspiring bedtime story.

familySLEEPING IS NOT FOR ME!
Jose Carlos Andrés · Alessandro Montagnana



Being a magician 
demands great 

responsibility, you can 
cast spells, but you 

also have to know how 
to undo them...

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Magician, Magic, Wand, Family, 
Jealousy, Brothers, Fun.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

4+
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

Sophia, the little magician, waves her magic 
wand and hilarious things happen. But one day, 
when her little brother rips some pages out of her 
spellbook, she gets angry and waves her wand…  
“Abracadabra!…. What has she transformed little 
Teo into?

A fun story that captures the best and not-so-best 
moments of being brother and sister!

“Abracadabra!” says Sophia,  
the little magician, and a jug  
of water is filled with frogs! 

Ordinary things are transformed  
when she casts her magic spells.

Susanna Isern    Am
élie G

raux

Sophia loves doing magic!  
She has a fantastic magic wand  

and a sometimes, very annoying little brother.
The day he tears up her magic spellbook, 

Sophia has an idea.... 
Abracadabra!

T
h

e Little M
agician

USD 17.99                     www.nubeocho.com

familyTHE LITTLE MAGICIAN
Susanna Isern · Amélie Graux



Dedicated to 
 all those teachers  

who care for, teach and 
inspire our children.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Teachers, School, Research, Reading, Friendship, Game.

3+
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
275 x 255 mm · 10 4/5 x 10 in

Skunk, Squirrel, Fox, Bear Cub, Duck, Frog, and 
Rabbit really love their teacher, Miss Gazelle. In 
her classroom, they get to learn, have fun, dance 
and, best of all, listen to stories… But one day when 
they come to school, Miss Gazelle’s not there. What 
could have happened to her?

Skunk, Squirrel, Fox, Bear Cub, Duck, Frog and 
Rabbit decide to go to her house to find out…

Everyone loves the teacher Miss Gazelle,  
especially when she reads wonderful stories to them.

friendshipWE LOVE YOU, TEACHER
Luis Amavisca · Mar Ferrero



Once upon a time...  
a story about the 

incredible world hiding 
within a bookstore.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Mouse, Books, Hunger, Friendship, Bookstore, Bookseller, Stories.

3+
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36 pages · 265 x 240 mm · 10 2/5 x 9 1/2
250 x 250 mm · 1 1/2 x 1 1/2 in

Simenón the mouse is very hungry, but nothing 
he tastes satisfies him. That is, until he arrives at a 
bookstore and eats the pages of the books. For the 
first time, he feels his stomach full… with stories! 

The bookseller and the mouse come to an 
agreement: she will read him stories and he will 
help her in the bookstore.

An illustrated album about the love for reading, and 
a beautiful tribute to booksellers and librarians.

A friendship story between a bookseller  
and a mouse who is hungry of stories.

José Carlos Andrés     Katharina Sieg

José C
arlos Andrés     K

atharina Sieg

Klaus the Mouse was always hungry. 
But the day he stepped into a bookstore  

and took his first nibble of a book, 
his whole life changed forever.

The mouse discovered that books  
tasted like blue beards, and green pixies,  
and hidden treasures, and pirate ships…

USD 17.99                     www.nubeocho.com
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friendshipTHE MOUSE WHO ATE BOOKS
José Carlos Andrés · Katharina Sieg



After The Ghost  
with The Smelly  

Old Underwear and  
I’m A Zcary Vampire, 
a new hilarious book 
about not-so-scary 

monsters.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Mummies, Egypt, Friendship, Food, 
Bandages, Scare, Fun.

From the same  
AUTHORS:

3+
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

All the tourists who are in Egypt visiting the 
pyramids flee in terror when they see a very hungry 
mummy come out! 

What they don’t realize is that Endas, the mummy… 
is just hungry! And nobody’s giving her any food. 
However, a girl named Nessa is left behind, and 
they quickly become friends. The two collaborate to 
find Nessa’s family and food for Endas.

A little mummy wakes up and she is so 
hungry that she decides to leave the 
pyramid because it’s dark inside and 

she needs to know if it’s lunch time yet. Not final cover

humorA HUNGRY MUMMY
José Carlos Andrés · Gómez



Winner of  
the VIII Narrating 

Equality Award. 

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Equality, Wishes, Magic, Fairies,  
Ogres, Dreams.

Other NARRATING EQUALITY BOOKS:

3+
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

“What do you wish for, little girl?” “I wish to be… a 
rugby player!”

A rugby player?! A dancing boy?! Every time a girl 
or boy asks for a wish that Rose the Fairy thinks 
is not proper to their gender, she leaves in anger, 
without fulfilling it. But soon the fairy realizes that 
she also has a desire that is not usual… Will the 
other fairies help her, and will she help them with 
the kids’ wishes in turn?

Rose the Fairy has a very important 
task: to make children’s dreams  
real. But lately, the wishes they  
ask surprise her so much she 

decides not to fulfill them.

Susana Torrubiano     G
iulia O

recchia

Libro ganador de la VII Edición VII Edición del Premio de Literatura Infantil

El hada rosa tenía miles de años
Y llevaba los mismos cumpliendo sueños.

Sin embargo, en los últimos tiempos algo no iba bien…
Un hada diferente,

Un libro que habla de igualdad.

USD 15.99                     www.nubeocho.com

ROSA,,  
UN HADA DIFERENTEUN HADA DIFERENTE

Susana Torrubiano    Giulia Orecchia
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Not final cover

equalityROSE, A VERY SPECIAL FAIRY
Susana Torrubiano · Giulia Orecchia



After A Rock in  
the Ocean, Alessandro 
Montagnana returns 

with a sweet story 
about friendship  

at Christmas.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Friendship, Winter, Snow, Animals, Heart.

From the same AUTHOR:

3+
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
260 x 260 mm · 10 1/4 x 10 1/4 in

When Chip the robin gets lost during a heavy 
snowstorm, he feels very lonely, until he sees a 
house in the distance. There lives Lula, a fox who 
welcomes him and offers him her friendship. For a 
few days they have a lot of fun together, but Chip’s 
siblings come looking for him and he has to leave.

Christmas is coming and Lula will have to spend 
those special days alone. She misses Chip a lot.  
Will they meet again?

A heartwarming winter story that reminds us of the comforting  
power of friendship and the joy of helping others.  

Alessandro M
ontagnana

Winter was a cold one  
this year, and little Chip 
the robin’s lost his way.

When Lula invites him into her snug 
little home, the pair find both 

warmth and friendship.

Alessandro Montagnana

15.90€                           www.nubeocho.com THE HEART OF WINTER
THE HEART OF W

INTER

Not final cover

friendship
Alessandro Montagnana

THE HEART OF WINTER



Picture Books

humor

humor 3+

3+

Themes: Superhero, Glasses, Superpower, Fly, Humor, Animals.

THE EYE GLASSES
Margarita del Mazo · Guridi

CHARLIE SUPER F
Margarita del Mazo · Guridi

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
180 x 250 mm · 7 3/4 x 9 4/5 in

A picture book about the differences between  
“being seen” and “seeing well”.

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
180 x 250 mm · 7 3/4 x 9 4/5 in

After getting his glasses in The Eye Glasses, Charlie now 
wants to be a superhero!

Charlie wants to be a superhero and gets an incredible 
costume. He decides that he will be called Super F after the  
flies he loves so much. But can a superhero wear glasses? And 
what will his superpower be? Charlie has no doubt: he wants 
to be invisible! 

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, France.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, France.

Themes: Superhero, Glasses, Superpower, Fly, Humor, Animals.

After The Eye Glasses, Margarita del Mazo and Guridi  
join forces again in this tender picture book.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Friendship, School Camp, Bear, Backpack, Accidents.

3+
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25

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
180 x 250 mm · 7 3/4 x 9 4/5 in

24

It is important to know how to look at what surrounds us. This 
is the first book of a collection, written by Margarita del Mazo 
and illustrated by Guridi.

Charlie desperately wants Iris to notice him. But whatever he 
does just doesn’t seem to work. One day, Iris shows up in class 
with glasses. Charlie thinks she’ll surely see him now. But no, 
Iris’s glasses have just made everyone look at her! If Charlie 
were to wear glasses… would Iris finally notice him then?

Lewis is the biggest boy in his class and everyone is 
afraid of him. Well, everyone except Charlie. When 
it’s time for the school’s camping trip, Charlie is 
appointed by the teacher to be Lewis’ partner.

Charlie fills his backpack with a lot of things, in case 
he needs them. Mostly, he is going to need them to 
help Lewis out of the problems Charlie himself will 
put him through. Lewis asks the teacher for a partner 
change, but Charlie is determined to show what a 
good friend he is.

Charlie comes back in a new and hilarious adventure.  
A beautiful story of true friendship!

Not final cover

humor
LA GRAN MOCHILA DE CARLITOS 

(PROVISIONAL TITLE)
Margarita del Mazo · Guridi



A thoughtful story 
by Margarita del 
Mazo and Guridi. 

Sometimes not 
following the crowd 
can have surprising 

consequences.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, France, Korea.

Themes: Sleep, Imagination, Fun, Behavior, Following the Crowd, Free-Thinking.

3+
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
210 x 295 mm · 7 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

When Mike can’t sleep he counts sheep jumping 
over a fence. First, Sheep One, then Sheep Two and 
so on until he falls asleep. 

But one night Sheep Four says she doesn’t want to 
jump. How will Mike get to sleep now? 

A gentle bedtime story about not following  
the crowd!

Being part of a flock is easy, you just have to do  
what the others do. But when Sheep Four decides not to follow  
the others, how will Mike, the boy counting sheep, get to sleep?

humorTHE FLOCK
Margarita del Mazo · Guridi



New book by the author 
of On the Way Home and 

the illustrador of  
A Rock in the Ocean.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Bossiness, Respecting Others, Humor, Bravery, Crown,  
Forest, Animals, Adventures, Dragon, Princes and Princesses.

From the same  
ILLUSTRATOR:

3+
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44 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
260 x 260 mm · 10 1/4 x 10 1/4 in

When Pig finds a crown one day, he puts it on  
and says he is a prince. He soon gets bored just 
sitting on his throne, so decides to play at being 
royalty—fighting his friend Lizard, ‘saving’ Squirrell 
and commanding Rabbit and Badger to dance and 
bow to him. 

But when his friends get fed up with his princely 
antics, Pig learns an important lesson about 
humility and being yourself.

Bossy Pig is about to learn something important  
in this light-hearted story about respecting others  

and being yourself.

humorI’M A PRINCE!
A.H. Benjamin · Alessandro Montagnana



Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Diversity, Equality, Fun, Disability, Family.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR: Your Body Belongs To You. 
10th ed. 50.000 copies sold!

3+
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
250 x 250 mm · 9 4/5 x 9 4/5 in

Ruby is a little girl with lots of energy! But recenty 
she has been falling down a lot. When she runs, she 
falls; when she dances, she falls; when she picks 
something up, she often drops it. Everyone thinks 
she’s a bit clumsy! 

When Ruby is told she has a disability, her parents 
start treating her very differently. They never tell 
her off, even when she behaves badly… She draws 
on her dad’s favourite painting… nothing, she puts 
her mum’s tablet in the bath… nothing. Ruby just 
wants to be treated the same as her two brothers.

A hopeful story about the things that make us unique.

diversityRUBY THE RAMBUNCTIOUS
José Carlos Andrés · Lucía Serrano

A story by José Carlos 
Andrés about equality 

and overcoming 
differences.



A humorous bedtime 
book with a twist  

at the end!

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Sleep, Imagination, Dreams, Fears,  
Family, Bed.

3+
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36 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
250 x 275 mm · 9 4/5 x 10 4/5 in

A girl wakes her father up because there is a cow in 
her bed! Her father accompanies her to the bedroom, 
but there is no one there. Later the girl insists that 
now the cow is playing cards with a duck! “What 
imagination my little girl has!”, smiles the father. 

An unexpected ending to this story, apparently 
about nighttime fears and overflowing imagination.

Kids often make up stories and 
excuses for not going to sleep.  

But what if those stories  
were actually true?

From the same AUTHOR:

humorTHERE’S A COW IN MY BED
Daniel Fehr · Jorge Martín



New book by Luis 
Amavisca, author of I 

Love My Colorful Nails 
and The Ugliest Monster 

in the World.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Childhood, Love, Fatherhood, Motherhood, Poetry,  
Skills, Family, Growing Up.

3+
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32 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
230 x 290 mm · 9 x 11 2/5 in

A poetic tribute to childhood and fatherhood. 
Dedicated to all Little People, their skills and 
interests, and the paths that will lead them to 
become Big People. There’s no rush to grow up, 
Little Person…

A tender story about Little Person’s 
childhood and how it transforms  

as he grows up.

You may ALSO LIKE:

familyLITTLE PERSON
Luis Amavisca · Anna Font



The third book in the 
collection is here! 

Raccoon, Fox and now 
Squirrel help us learn 

in a fun way.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

You may also like:

Themes: Assertiveness, Friendship, Experiences,  
Fun, Animals, Forest, Fears.

4+
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40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.99
210 x 245 mm · 8 1/2 x 9 3/5 in

Squirrel wants to give her friend Bear a present 
for his birthday, but she has just enough time to 
organize everything. And then Duck, Fox… they  
ask her to help them with different tasks. 

Squirrel does not know how to say no and the time 
is running out for her. How will Squirrel prepare her 
gift to Bear now?

A book about assertiveness.  
We cannot always agree to the wishes 
and requests of others, and we must 

learn to say NO.

emotionsSQUIRREL HAS TROUBLE SAYING NO
Susanna Isern · Leire Salaberria



An evocative, 
beautifully illustrated 
book by Raquel Díaz 
Reguera addressing 
the delicate theme 

of destructive 
relationships.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Abuse, Gender-Based Violence, Harassment, Freedom, Feminism, Corage.

10+
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 17.99
230 x 270 mm · 9 x 10 3/5 in

When Mousy moves in with Buck, she finds their 
life isn’t quite like she thought it would be… Buck 
seems to want to control everything she does. He 
starts asking her strange questions: “Isn’t it a little 
late for you to be getting home?”, “Are you hiding 
something from me?”, “Wear this – don’t you want 
to look pretty for me?”.

As time goes on, Buck becomes more possesive 
and, while Mousy seems to shrink, Buck seems to 
be transforming from a mouse to a cat. Mousy must 
find the courage to escape the burrow.

In this beautifully illustrated book, Raquel Díaz Reguera 
evocatively addresses the delicate theme of abusive 

relationships, creating awareness of what is acceptable  
and what is not.

equalityI AM MINE ALONE
Raquel Díaz Reguera
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Non-Fiction



The history, origin  
and evolution of  

the butt, treated with 
great humor. Butts are 

very necessary and 
they also make  

us laugh.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Tags: Body, Personality, History, Animals, Colors, Fun.

3+

43

N
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48 pages · 16,90 € · USD 18.99
260 x 315 mm · 10 1/4 x 12 2/5 in

A hilarious journey through the history of butts, 
both human and animal. Here you will find the 
origin of butts, the reason why we all have one, why 
having one makes us smarter, what types of butts 
exist and what their interests and customs are. 

No all butts are the same, that’s why it’s important 
to know them well.

How many types of butts are there? Have we always had a butt?  
What is its purpose? Do all animals also have one? 

A fun reflection of this important part of the body, its uses,  
interests and utilities. An informative, fun and essential book!

humorTHE BIG BOOK OF BUTTS
Eva Manzano · Emilio Urberuaga



Meet history’s most 
famous female pirates 
as you follow Awilda, 
Mary Read, Lai Choi 

San and others on their 
real-life adventures!

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Pirate Women, Treasures, Adventures, Friendship, Courage, Inspiration.

More than 120,000 pirate Daniela books sold!

6+

45
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60 pages · 17,90 € · USD 19.99
240 x 290 mm · 9 1/2 x 11 2/5 in

Daniela discovers her grandmother’s old book with 
stories of ten brave pirate women. From the seas 
of China to the shores of New York, from ancient 
Greece to modern times, these female pirates sailed 
the oceans in search of riches. 

Although they were often forbidden from sailing, 
they refused to accept their destinies. Awilda, Mary 
Read, Lai Choi San, Grace O’Malley, Ching Shih... 
their lives and deeds inspired Daniela.

Explore the history of real  
female pirates and learn about  

their lives on the high seas!

equality
DANIELA AND HISTORY’S  

WOMEN PIRATES
Susanna Isern · Gómez



Your body is your 
own and it is a 

wonderful thing. 
By the time you’ve 

finished reading this 
book, you’ll know 
how to better take 

care of it.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea, Canada, Taiwan.

More than  
50.0000  

books sold!

Themes: Body, Sexuality, Private Parts, Touching, Self-awareness, Abuse, Prevention.

47
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40 pages · 14,90 €
225 x 270 mm · 8 4/5 x 10 3/5 in

In this groundbreaking new book, Your Body 
Belongs to You, Lucía Serrano, along with a group of 
specialists, approaches the subject of sexuality and 
prevention of abuse to girls and boys with simple 
and direct language. 
An essential book.

A book to explain sexuality to children so they can better 
understand personal boundaries and prevent undesired 

conducts and contacts.

Lucía Serrano
4+

USD 16.99                     www.nubeocho.com

You have a body like everybody else.  
This book will help you understand  

lots of things about it. 
Your body belongs to you and nobody should 

touch it if you don’t want to. 

YOUR BODY BELONGS TO YOU



A picture book  
against gender 

stereotypes and in 
favor of equality.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea.

Themes: Feminism, Equality, Games, Toys,  
Beauty, Colors, Vindication.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

3+

49
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40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
260 x 260 mm · 10 1/4 x 10 1/4 in

Feminist girls and boys like all colors, wear their 
hair as long as they want and choose their own 
toys. They love to play all together and express 
their emotions. But, above all, they refuse to classify 
things as “girl´s stuff” and “boy´s stuff”.

Luis Amavisca and Blanca Lacasa, with Gusti’s 
wonderful illustrations, present, in the form of 
everyday situations, a brief manual for feminist 
girls and boys. Equality is everyone’s responsibility.

What does it mean to be a feminist? Through everyday situations,  
the girls and boys in this book help us better understand it.

equalityFEMINIST KIDS
Luis Amavisca · Blanca Lacasa · Gusti
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Board Books



Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Diversity, Families, Love, Monoparentality, Homoparentality, Tenderness. 

2+

53

Bo
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d 
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BOARD BOOK 
18 pages · 10,90 € · USD 9.95
170 x 170 mm · 6 3/5 x 6 3/5 in

Federico the cat goes from one roof to another 
visiting all his families. Tadeo lives with his 
grandparents, Anna lives with her two Moms, 
Virginia with her Mom and Dad… 

All the families are different and Federico loves 
them all unconditionally. 

A board book to talk about diversity from an early age.

diversity

Best Latino 
Children’s Books 
2020 by Parents 

Magazine!

FEDERICO AND ALL HIS FAMILIES
Mili Hernández · Gómez



Learn to identify 
and measure 

your emotions 
in a simple  

and fun way.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Bielarus, Poland.

Themes: Emotions, Feelings, Emotional Intelligence, Fun. 

From the same SERIES:

2+

55
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BOARD BOOK
22 pages · 12,90€ · USD 12.99
175 x 175 mm · 6 4/5 x 6 4/5 in

Inspector Drilo and the Emis help us identify  
emotions using their famous invention: the 
emotion-o-meter. Turn the wheel to show the 
emotion you are feeling and it’s intensity (from 
high to low).

Includes rotating emotion-o-meter!  
A specially adapted board book 

edition of the famous manual to help 
little ones understand their emotions. 

By the renowned author and 
psychologist Susanna Isern. 

musicalfamilyhumorMY FIRST EMOTION-O-METER
Susanna Isern · Mónica Carretero



Does anyone 
see a pig around 

here? Shhh, I 
think he’s in...

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Fun, Surprise, Hide-And-Seek, Animals.

You may also like:

2+
Margarita del Mazo · Laure du Faÿ
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BOARD BOOK
24 pages · 11,90 € · USD 12.99
175 x 230 mm · 6 1/2 x 9 in

Wolf looks everywhere for Little Pig... in the tree, 
behind the rock, inside the house... What will 
happen when he finds Little Pig? 

Why is Wolf looking for Little Pig?  
Will he find him?  

An engaging and funny  
board book with a surprising end  

that will delight little ones. 

humorWHERE ARE YOU, LITTLE PIG?



humor humor

Rights sold to: UK, USA Rights sold to: UK, USA

Themes: Animals, Food, Interactive, Surprise, Sharing. Themes: Animals, Food, Interactive, Surprise, Sharing.

2+ 2+

58

Board Books

BOARD BOOK
16 pages · 10,90 € · USD 9.95
170 x 170 mm · 6 1/2 x 6 1/2 in
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BOARD BOOK
16 pages · 10,90 € · USD 9.95
170 x 170 mm · 6 1/2 x 6 1/2 in

Cat has four pieces of fruit and he’s very hungry! 
But when he goes to eat the first one, he discovers 
that one of his friends already ate it! 

Lift the flaps to find out who ate all of Cat´s fruit.

A creative board book to learn numbers and discover 
different animals. Also available, from the same author, 

Who Ate My Cakes?

Cat has four different cakes and he’s very hungry! 
But when he goes to eat the first one, he discovers 
that one of his friends already ate it! 

Lift the flaps to find out who ate all of Cat´s cakes. 

Cat’s satiated friends have a well-timed surprise planned for 
her in this delightful board book, available in English and 

Spanish versions. –Foreword Reviews

WHO ATE MY FRUIT?
Canizales

WHO ATE MY CAKES?
Canizales
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Comic



Join Olivia and her 
friends for exciting 

adventures in a 
fantastic world!

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Tags: Monsters, Friendship, Adventures, Wolf Girl, Fun, 
Fantasy, Empathy.

In the same SERIES:

7+

63

C
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88 pages · 12,90 € · USD 14.99
190 x 250 mm · 7 x 11 2/5 in

It seems like just another ordinary day in 
Monstrocity, where monsters and humans live 
peacefully side by side. But when a teacher goes 
missing at school, it’s up to Olivia, a brave werewolf 
girl, together with her friends, Bela the vampire, 
Fred the fly, Sam the invisible man and Elliot the 
human, to save the day! 

Meet werewolf girl, Olivia Wolf,  
and all of her monstrous friends in this 
funny comic book. There are no dull 

days in Monstrocity!

humor
OLIVIA WOLF

AND THE MOLDY SANDWICH

José Fragoso



Don’t miss Olivia 
and her monstrous 
friends as they try 

to save Monstrocity 
in this new fantasy 

adventure!

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

In the same SERIES:

Tags: Monsters, Friendship, Adventures, Wolf Girl, Fun, 
Fantasy, Empathy.

7+
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88 pages · 12,90 € · USD 14.99
190 x 250 mm · 7 x 11 2/5 in

Something strange is happening in Monstrocity. 
It should have been dawn hours ago, but it’s still 
night. What is happening? Olivia, the werewolf  
girl, and her friends face evil creatures of the 
night to save the city and solve the mystery of the 
missing day!

Evil creatures create chaos in 
Monstrocity in the second Olivia Wolf 

comic book! Will Olivia and her 
friends be able to save the city?

comic
OLIVIA WOLF

AND THE NIGHT OF THE GIANT MONSTERS

José Fragoso



Our first 
graphic novel, 

recommended for 
ages 6 and up! 

Tech Girls in action! 
See the ingenious 

creations of the 
fantastic inventors, 

Ada, Kat and Oli!

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Girls, Inventions, Mars, Robot, Science, Friendship, Fun.

6+
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80 pages · 16,90€ · USD 16.99
190 x 250 mm · 7 1/2 x 9 4/5 in

The day Lucky disappears, Ada, Oli and Kat are 
thrust on a journey to Mars that will test their 
courage and powers of invention!  Will they be able 
to save Lucky in time? 

Join the Tech Girls, Ada, Oli and Kat, three 
fantastic inventors, and Algorithm the robot as they 
embark on their most important adventure yet! 

Three fantastic inventors. One great adventure.
Full of imagination, courage and great inventions,  

join Ada, Oli and Kat as they travel to other planets  
to rescue their friend Lucky. 

comicTECH GIRLS 
Gómez
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A book about the 
power of imagination. 
What could be in the 
box? Maybe clouds ... 

or maybe a fairy snail…
the possibilities are 

endless! Maybe…

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Curiosity, Imagination, Family, Creativity.

3+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.99
190 x 220 mm · 7 4/5 x 8 3/5 in

Miss Pink Nose, the mail carrier, delivers a box to 
brothers River and Jan. It is for their father and she 
tells them not to open it. All morning, and until 
their dad comes home, the brothers imagine just 
what might be in that magical box!

Brothers River and Jan receive a box for their father.  
Miss Pink Nose tells them that it is magical and that they 

cannot open it. What should they do… should they open it?  
Just what is in that magical box?!

emotionsTHE MAGIC BOX
María José Ballesteros
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, France.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea.

Themes: Friendship, Animals, Sea, Rock, Storm,  
Adventure, Family.

Themes: Superheroes, Instructions, Manual, Humor, Costume, Team, Friends, Fun,  
Super Power, Secret Base.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

3+5+

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
260 x 260 mm · 10 1/4 x 10 1/4 in52 pages · 16,90 € · USD 17.99

250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

Mila, the seal, has found a special rock in the 
middle of the sea. One day, after a funny accident, 
she meets Charlie the seagull. 

The two become friends and together they share 
precious time on the rock until Charlie has to leave 
with his family. 

What will become of Mila and what will become of 
their friendship?

A tender, beautifully illustrated story that captures  
the true heart of friendship.

Thinking of becoming a superhero? It is very  
hard work, but with these helpful instructions it will 
be much easier. 

This manual will help you choose your super 
costume or decide which is the best super power. 
You may want to know how to form a super group 
or which place is better as a secret base... 

Here you will find everything you need to know to 
become the superhero you have always wanted to be.

Do you want to stop a meteor that is about to fall to earth? 
Or avoid a train accident? With this simple manual,  

you can become a great superhero.

friendshipadventure A ROCK IN THE OCEAN
Alessandro Montagnana

HOW TO BECOME A SUPERHERO
Davide Calí · Gómez
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Canada.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

From the same SERIES:

Themes: Farts, Laughter, Friendship, Bullying, Adventures,  
Fear, Family, School.Themes: Ghosts, Fun, Scary, Laughter.

3+3+

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
275 x 255 mm · 10 4/5 X 10 in

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

Cassie farts a lot. She can’t stop. At school they call 
her Gassy Cassie, but one day her noisy bottom 
saves the class from a ferocious bear. 

From being laughed at, Cassie suddenly finds 
herself the school heroine!

A hilarious story about feelings,  
friendships and farts!

From the same AUTHOR:

Bewaaare!

Everyone in Scaryville lives in fear of the ghost with 
the smelly old underwear! Will anyone be brave 
enough to stop him scaring the whole town?

After the success of I’m a Zcary Vampire, comes a new,  
not-so-scary tale that will have children laughing out loud!

humorhumor GASSY CASSIE
Alicia Acosta · Alicia Más

THE GHOST WITH THE SMELLY 
OLD UNDERWEAR

José Carlos Andrés · Gómez
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Japan.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea.

Themes: Overprotection, Dangers, Family, Park, Fun, Love.
Themes: Equality, Diversity, Clothing, Costumes,  
Dress, Reflection.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

3+3+

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
250 x 250 mm · 9 4/5 x 9 4/5 in 

36 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
250 x 250 mm · 9 4/5 x 9 4/5 in

Other NARRATING EQUALITY BOOKS:

Bruno´s parents love him very much but they  
are a teeny weeny bit overprotective! 

Will they learn to let him just play and have fun like 
the other children?

A light-hearted, funny story about  
overprotective parents!

Leo loves to wear costumes: pirate, superhero, 
knight... he also likes to put on a lavender skirt, 
but the day he decided to go out with it, someone 
mistakes him for a girl. He gets very angry. 

Can’t a boy play and put on a skirt? Years ago,  
girls weren´t allowed to wear pants... maybe this  
is the same... 

A reflection about the traditions  
and divisions between  
boy and girl’s clothing.  

Why can’t we dress as we like?

familyequality BE CAREFUL, BRUNO!
José Carlos Andrés · José Fragoso

LEO’S LAVENDER SKIRT
Irma Borges · Francesco Fagnani
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea, Germany.

Themes: Equality, Diversity, Homoparental Families, Two Dads, Two Moms, 
Friendship, Empathy, Adventures, Magic.Themes: Friendship, Empathy, Exclusion, Magic, Adventure.

4+4+

40 page · 14,90 € · USD 15.99
240 x 240 mm · 9 1/2 x 9 1/2 in

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

When Margarita, Daniel and Charlie see a hungry 
little cat, they decide they have to feed it. Even if 
that means going into Mrs Cranky´s yard!

But when she sees them, instead of telling them 
off, she rewards the children with three very special 
gifts: a pencil, a sharpener and an eraser. 

Margarita starts to draw and something incredible 
happens! The drawings become real! What will 
the three children choose to draw? A story of 
friendship, equality, diversity and inclusion.

When Margarita draws something with the magic pen, it 
becomes real! But what will she draw when there is only a 

little piece of the pencil left? 

It´s a kid’s birthday party, but Mark is not invited 
and he feels sad.

However, when the whale in the hat arrives looking 
for girls and boys who have not been invited... a 
magical story begins.

When we are not invited to a birthday, we can feel left out. 
But we don’t have to feel sad. There are always really fun 

things to do. Have you heard of no-birthday parties?

friendship THE MAGIC PENCIL
Luis Amavisca · Alicia Gómez Camus

I WASN’T INVITED TO THE BIRTHDAY
Susanna Isern · Adolfo Serra
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy. Korea, France.

Themes: Equality, Diversity, Poetics, Reflection,  
Utopia, Dream, Tenderness, Sleep. Themes: Friendship, Sharing, Kindness, Animals, Colors, Feelings.

3+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.99
250 x 275 mm · 9 4/5 x 10 4/5 in

32 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.99
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 in x 11 2/5

When elephant Claudia finds a magic lamp and 
rubs it, a genie appears... But wait, the genie is 
female! Claudia goes on a great adventure and 
meets a dragon, an alien and  a dinosaur... 

But what if all these were female too?

3+

Challenging gender stereotyping  
of characters, this book proves  
that dragons, aliens and even 

dinosaurs, can be female!

Marta Morros · Simona Mulazzani

Other Narrating Equality books:

With the first drops of rain, Zebra opens his colorful 
umbrella. He invites Gazelle, Rhinoceros, Elephant 
and Hare under so they don’t get wet. Lion doesn’t 
want to get wet either. Will there be room for 
everyone under the Zebra umbrella?

With gentle text and bright colours, Zebra’s 
umbrella is a lovely story about friendship, 
kindness and sharing.

Zebra’s colorful umbrella is bigger than it looks.  
When it starts to rain, Gazelle, Rhinoceros, Elephant  

and Hare all want to get under it. But will Zebra share  
his umbrella... even with fearsome Lion?

David Hernández Sevillano · Anuska Allepuz
friendship CLAUDIA’S DREAMZEBRA’S UMBRELLA
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Telling Lies, Honesty, Responsibility,  
Friendship, Promises.Themes: Vampires, Laughter, Overcoming, Fear, Fun.

44 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
210 x 245 mm · 8 1/2 x 9 3/5 in   

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95 
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

To impress his friends, Fox lies about knowing the 
superhero, Superturtle. As one lie leads to another, 
he no longer knows what to do. Will he finally tell 
the truth when his lies put Squirrel in danger? 

Raccoon Wants to Be First and Fox Tells a Lie, by 
Susanna Isern and Leire Salaberria, help us to learn 
about emotional intelligence. 

4+

Fox’s lie gets bigger and bigger  
as the day goes on.  
He feels bad about it  

but will he be brave enough  
to tell the truth?

Susanna Isern · Leire Salaberria

This little vampire is very scary! Or rather... ZCARY! 
To pass his Vampire Test, he needs to find someone 
to scare. If he fails, he’ll be sent to the school of 
the... Banana Peelers! 

His attempt to scare a little girl did not work  
that well, but he does discover something much 
more valuable.

4+

 A book to learn to be ZCARY  
and not ZCARED!

José Carlos Andrés · Gómez

From the same SERIES:

friendshiphumor FOX TELLS A LIEI’M A ZCARY VAMPIRE

From the same SERIES:
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, France, Belgium, Germany, Czech Republic, Korea.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, France.

Themes: Loss, Grief, Friendship, Sadness, Pets, Memories, Hope.
Themes: Challenging gender norms, Being yourself,  
Diversity, Friendship, Sharing, Toys.

4+4+

40 pages · 14,90€ · USD 16.99
220 x 275 mm · 8 3/5 x 10 4/5 in

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.99
250 x 250 mm · 9 3/4 x 9 3/4 in

When Pumpkin, my dog, died, everyone at home 
was sad. The next day, a dark cloud began to follow 
me around and it felt like I had soap in my eyes and 
an octopus wrapped tightly around my heart...

Written by the renowned child author and 
psychologist, Alicia Acosta, Pumpkin and Me 
explores themes of loss and grief and the power  
of memories in this uplifting, beautifully  
illustrated story.  

A poetic and delicate picture book to help children deal  
with the pain of losing a pet. Pumpkin and Me will bring 

comfort to both children and grown-ups.

Benji wants a doll more than anything in the world. 
When he finally gets one, he can’t wait to take it  
to the park to show his friends… 

An up-lifting story which reminds us that there  
are no toys for boys or toys for girls – there are  
just toys.

Benji loves playing with dolls…  
By the authors of  

I Love My Colorful Nails,  
Alicia Acosta and Luis Amavisca.

PUMPKIN AND ME
Alicia Acosta · Mercè Galí

BENJI’S DOLL
Alicia Acosta · Luis Amavisca · Amélie Graux

From the same AUTHORS:
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Netherlands, France, China, Switzerland, Korea, 
Taiwan, Poland, Turkey, Germany.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Self-esteem, Individuality, Diversity, Friendship, Jealousy, Fun, Humor.
Themes: Monster, Contest, Ugly, Friendship.

3+3+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.99
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

36 pages · 14,90€ · USD 15.99
250 x 260 mm · 9 4/5 x 10 1/4 in

Whether helping old monkey climb a tree or 
keeping Giraffe’s neck warm on a cold day, 
Elephant is always ready to lend a hand, or rather a 
trunk… an exceptionally long trunk!  

An uplifting, fun story about  individuality,  
self-acceptance and being yourself. 

Elephant has an exceptionally long trunk and Hippopotamus 
never tires of telling him that “That’s not normal!”.

A laugh-out-loud story about differences, acceptance,  
kindness and friendship. A White Ravens selection.

A monster claims that he is the ugliest monster in 
the world. Soon a second monster arrives, saying 
he’s the ugliest! And what happens when a third 
monster arrives? 

Perhaps the best way to find out who is the ugliest 
of them all is to look in a mirror... 

Three monsters... Who will win the ugliest monster  
in the world contest?

humor THAT’S NOT NORMAL!
Mar Pavón · Laure du Faÿ

THE UGLIEST MONSTER IN THE WORLD
Luis Amavisca · Erica Salcedo
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Berta is tidy, never throws tantrums, and never 
cries. Whenever she feels overwhelmed, she just 
opens one of her boxes of emotions and shuts in 
her tears, fear, and anger. But what would happen if 
one day she lost control? 

BERTA’S BOXES

89
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Brazil,  
Taiwan, Germany, Turkey.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea.

Themes: Equality, Chauvinism, Fun,  
Pirates, Humor.

From the same SERIES:

Themes: Emotions, Boxes, Overwhelmed, Tenderness,  
Fear, School.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

4+4+

44 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.95
280 x 240 mm · 11 x 9 1/2 in

44 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

She dreams of becoming a pirate on the legendary 
ship, the Black Croc. She searches and searches 
through the seven seas, until one day, she finally 
finds it. 

But oh dear! These pirates seem to be a little 
chauvinist. Particularly Captain Choppylobe, who 
will make Daniela go through difficult challenges to 
prove her worth as a pirate. 

Will she make it? Will they let her be part of the crew? 

Is being a pirate only for boys? That’s not what Daniela thinks.  
A story about equality and realizing your dreams.

A too well-behaved little girl who 
boxes up her emotions finds her 

tipping point and creates a marvelous 
monster after an especially hard day.

DANIELA THE PIRATE
Susanna Isern · GómezDario Alvisi · Amélie Graux
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Taiwan, Germany.

Themes: Equality, Adventures, Pirates, Empathy, Treasure, Fun.Themes: Equality, Fun, Pirates, Humor, Adventure, Empowerment.

4+

44 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.99
280 x 240  mm · 11 x 9 1/2  in 44 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.95

280 x 240 mm · 11 x 9 1/2 in

When Daniela the pirate and her crew start to 
follow a treasure map, strange things begin to 
happen to them... Could they be the work of 
Philomena, the fearful witch from Spooky Island 
who can’t stand laughter and happiness?

The third book in the popular Daniela the Pirate 
series delivers adventure on every page as Daniela 
and her crew try to stop Philomena casting her 
terrible spells.

Philomena the witch does not like people being happy. One day,  
she sees Daniela and the Black Croc pirates in her crystal ball.  

Will Philomena find a way to take away their smiles? 

A new book of the most famous pirate! 

Who hasn’t heard of the legendary vessel, the Black 
Crock! Other ships cower in fear as they gaze at it 
through their spyglasses. Its fearsome crew is known 
all over the Seven Seas. And their captain is Daniela 
the Pirate.

In this new adventure, Daniela and her mates find 
themselves unable to save the day… Because some 
other pirates beat them to it! As word of the Fearless 
Piranhas, a crew of intrepid pirate girls, reaches their 
ears, Daniela sets sail to find them!

The new book of Daniela the Pirate is here!  
And yes… girls can be pirates. 

The long-awaited sequel of Daniela the Pirate,  
by Susanna Isern and Gómez. Long live the pirate girls!

DANIELA THE PIRATE  
AND THE WITCH PHILOMENA

Susanna Isern · Gómez

DANIELA AND THE PIRATE GIRLS
Susanna Isern · Gómez
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I LOVE MY COLORFUL NAILS

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea, Brazil, France, Japan.

diversity

You may also like:

93
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Turkey, China,  
Taiwan, Korea, Greece, Croatia, Bielarus,  
Ukraine, Estonia, Poland, Bulgaria.

Themes: Emotions, Feelings,  
Emotional Intelligence, Fun, Exercises.

From the same SERIES:

Themes: Acceptance, Bravery, Diversity, Tolerance,  
Freedom, Respect for people who are different, Gender roles.

7+4+

100 pages · 20,90 € · USD 22.95
245 x 260 mm · 9 1/2 x 10 1/4 in

36 pages ·14,90 € · USD 15.95
250 x 250 mm · 9 3/4 x 9 3/4 in

Inspector Croc is a great detective of emotions. 
Everyone in Forestville calls him when they feel 
overwhelmed. 

Croc will help his friends to identify, measure and 
regulate their EMOTIONS in a fun and simple 
way with his great invention, Inspector Croc’s 
EMOTION-O-METER.

To start your exciting journey around the world of emotions,  
you just have to spin your EMOTION-O-METER.

Ben used to like painting his nails. When his 
schoolmates started laughing at him, his dad 
decided to show his support by painting his own 
nails too.

This is a story inspired by true events.

Who said little boys can’t paint their nails?  
A simple story following a small revolution.

INSPECTOR CROC’S EMOTION-O-METER
Susanna Isern · Mónica CarreteroAlicia Acosta · Luis Amavisca · Gusti
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Fear, Laughter, Overcoming A Fear, Pirates, Fun, Adventures.Themes: Fear, Laughter, Scary, Pirates, Fun, Adventures.

4+4+

44 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.99
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95

250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

All the boat’s crew are afraid of Grislygrin, the 
fearsome pirate. When they hear the knock, knock, 
knock of his wooden leg they run to hide. But, 
what would happen if one day someone changed 
the wooden leg for a rubber duck? Hilarious 
consequences await the once terrified crew in this 
beautifully illustrated book!

Meet Grislygrin, the pirate who’s so fearsome, he even scares himself 
when he looks in the mirror! Together with Carlota Wouldn’t Say Boo 
and The Journey of Captain Scaredy Cat, this book completes José 

Carlos Andrés’s thematic triology of stories about overcoming a fear.

Captain Scaredy Cat was the most daring of  
all pirates.

Not long ago, for no special reason, Captain 
Scaredy Cat started to be afraid of everything—even 
of his own shadow. In the Blue-Eyed Ghost Ship, 
Captain Scaredy Cat has to come face-to-face with a 
ghost, a vampire . . . and even a werewolf!

Who said all pirates must be tough and brave? This title, 
together with Carlota Wouldn’t Say Boo and Who Stole My 
Leg?, completes the “Trilogy of fear” by José Carlos Andrés.

USD $16.95         WWW.NUBEOCHO.COM

Not long ago, for no special reason,                

Captain Scaredy Cat started to be afraid of 

everything: the size of his new shoes,     

the itchiness of his coat and even his own 

height. He was so fearful that his crew   

would laugh at him…  

EVERYTHING SCARED HIM!

fearsfears WHO STOLE MY LEG?
José Carlos Andrés · Myriam Cameros Sierra

THE JOURNEY OF CAPTAIN SCAREDY CAT
José Carlos Andrés · Sonja Wimmer
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Poland.Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Poland.

Themes: Self esteem, Friendship, Adventure, Pirates, Values.Themes: Self esteem, Friendship, Adventure, Pirates, Values.

3+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
250 x 250 mm · 9 4/5 x 9 4/5 in

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
250 x 250 mm · 9 4/5 x 9 4/5 in

Once upon a time there was a pirate that was very 
little and his name was Little Captain Jack.

The day that Little Captain Jack and his crew 
went to Achooisland, noses of all shapes and sizes 
started to attack them with… sneezing and boogers!

You can be big or small, but you can still catch a cold! 
Careful with the gigantic snots and remember to always 

have tissues in your pocket!

Once upon a time, there was a little pirate.

He was so very little that everyone called him Little 
Captain Jack.

One day, the bad pirate Badlock took Little Captain 
Jack and locked him in a dark cellar. Our pirate 
was scared but he was helped by a mouse. And the 
mouse was helped by a seagull…

Laugh along the (mis)adventures of Little Captain Jack  
and see that good things DO come in small sizes. 

Runner-up for the Best Children’s Picture Book by the Latino Book Awards!

adventureadventure THE BIG BOOGER BATTLE3+
Alicia Acosta · Mónica Carretero

LITTLE CAPTAIN JACK
Alicia Acosta · Mónica Carretero
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You can watch Ismael and Baldomera’s reunion  
in their video! https://youtu.be/v7cMpF5vb_s

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Brazil.

Themes: Friendship, Separation, Reunion, Pandemic, Donkey Baldomera, Trendtopic.

3+

40 pages · 14,90€ · USD 15.95
250 x 250 mm · 9 4/5 x 9 4/5 in

Baldomera, the donkey, became famous worldwide 
when a video of her reunion with her owner after 
three months of confinement due to COVID-19 
went viral. 

The colorful illustrations and simple yet playful 
text make this a perfect read-aloud for story time. 

This story of friendship has crossed borders  
and touched millions of hearts. 50 million people  
already know the story of Baldomera and Ismael.

friendshipTHE STORY OF BALDOMERA
Ismael F. Arias · Enrique G. Ballesteros · Ayesha L. Rubio
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Turkey.

Themes: Journey, Sea, Paper Ship, Adventure, Surprise.

4+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
275 x 255 mm · 10 4/5 x 10 in

Join Skip and her crew on their amazing journey 
across the sea. 

As you read the story, you’ll make your own paper 
ship with easy-to-follow instructions! Through her 
adventure, Skip’s ship will be damaged. 

At the same time, you’ll be tearing off pieces of 
your paper ship discovering a funny surprise in the 
end… the treasure of Captain Skip! 

Captain Skip’s story is two adventures in one. Build your 
ship and join Skip and her crew on their adventures! Follow 

the instructions to find the treasure! 

adventure THE INCREDIBLE SHIP OF CAPTAIN SKIP
Alicia Acosta · Cecilia Moreno
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More than  
50.0000  

books sold  
worldwide!

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea, France, Turkey.

Themes: Sleep, Jungle, Bat, Animals, Laughter, Daytime, Tenderness.
Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Turkey,  
Korea, China.

Themes: Fun, Imagination, Animals,  
Laughter, Jungle.

From the same AUTHOR:

4+

48 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95
280 x 240 mm · 11 x 9 1/2 in 

The monkey is gathering all the jungle animals for 
a farting contest. The hippo, the elephant, a shy 
giraffe and a very refined zebra are all competing, 
but no one can guess who the winner will be.

Scent-sational! All the jungle animals compete in a farting 
contest — and you might just be surprised at who wins!

humorTHE WORLD’S BIGGEST FART
Rafael Ordoñez · Laure du Faÿ

4+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
250 x 250 mm · 9 3/4 x 9 3/4 in 

When Sam can’t sleep, he decides to ask all the 
other animals in the jungle if they know why. 

But Elephant, Snake, Monkey, Tiger and Crocodile 
aren’t very happy about being woken up in the 
middle of the night. 

Will Sam ever find out why he can’t sleep?

SAM CAN’T SLEEP

A restless bat wakes every animal in the jungle as he asks 
why he can’t sleep. Only when the sun comes up  

does he find his answer...

humor
Davide Calì · Anna Aparicio Català
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Netherlands, Korea.

Themes: Humor, Sharing, Poop, Animals, Flies, Laughter.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

3+humor

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Mischiefs, Laughs, Hiperactivity, Humor,  
Princesses, Fairy tale.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

3+

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95
275 x 255 mm · 10 4/5 x 10 in

The day that Princess Jill was born the tranquility 
of the palace ended. The gardener, the nanny, the 
maids, the cooks and most of all the queen and king  
were desperate. 

What was wrong with the princess?

With all of her mischiefs nobody noticed…  
Princess Jill has an amazing talent!

PRINCESS JILL NEVER SITS STILL
Margarita del Mazo · José Fragoso

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
250 x 250 mm · 9 4/5 x 9 4/5 in

When Lola the fly finds a mountain of poop, she 
sticks her flag in it and declares, “This poop is 
mine!” She’s so happy she has her own pile of 
poop… until Fiona the fly lands on her poop and 
declares, “This poop is mine!”. 

Lola and Fiona have the battle of a lifetime as they 
try to decide who this poop belongs to. Who will 
win the fight for the big poop? Or can the two flies 
find some way to say, “This poop is OURS!”? 

Will two flies learn the value of sharing after fighting over 
who the big poop belongs to? 

humorTHIS POOP IS MINE!
Gusti
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Turkey, Brazil, France, Germany.

Themes: Self-esteem, Diversity, Friendship, Fun, Humor.

3+

40 pages · 14,90€ · USD 16.95
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

Max and his parents have a dog called Fabio. Fabio 
doesn’t like doing what other dogs do.

One day, Max discovers that his dog goes out every 
night and he decides to follow him.

A laugh-out-loud funny and charming picture book about 
being yourself and understanding others.

BOW-WOW-MEOW
Blanca Lacasa · Gómez

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Canada, Taiwan, Romania, China, Korea, Turkey.

Themes: Humor, Fun, Nosepicking, Friendship, Growing, Imagination.

4+

44 pages · 15,90€ · USD 16.95
250 x 290 mm · 9 4/5 x 11 2/5 in

Sophie’s nose has grown! Her parents told her  
loads of times but she didn’t stop picking it. 

She picked her nose so much, that her finger has 
built a home inside. It has a living room, a kitchen 
with gourmet menu…

Flying your finger up your nose can have unwanted effects.

“Readers who pick this quirky book will uncover a sweet story of 
cooperation under all that snot”. –Kirkus Review

humorTHE FINGER AND THE NOSE
Paula Merlán · Gómez
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea, Brazil, Turkey. Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea.

From the same AUTHOR:

Themes: Animals, Family, Home, Way, Enjoy. 

3+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
270 x 250 mm · 10 3/5 x 9 4/5 in

A little girl and her grandpa come across a monkey, 
an alligator, a zebra, a tiger and a hippo. 

They will swing, dance, tap and bounce together on 
their way back home. 

A little girl, her grandpa and a wondrous walk home.

familyON THE WAY HOME
A. H. Benjamin · Anne Vasko

3+

Is it easy recognizing when we have done something 
wrong? Will we know who did it?

Daniel Fehr · Pauline Reeves

From the same AUTHOR:

Themes: Humor, Responsabilty, Mischief, Friends,  
Fear, Laugh.

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
260 x 260 mm · 10 1/4 x 10 1/4 in

Somebody painted this wall… Who was it? 
“It wasn’t me!” 
“I would never do something like that!” 
“I don’t even have paint brushes!”

IT WASN’T ME!
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea, Turkey.

Themes: Equality, Diversity, Self esteem, Humor, Fun, Witches.

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Girls, Boys, Equality, Reflection, Tenderness, Love, Questions, Education.

3+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
230 x 230 mm · 9 x 9 in

Raquel Díaz Reguera reflects with Me llamo Pecas 
on the separation by gender in games, children’s 
literature, clothing and even customs. 

Why this strict division?

Pecas wonders why there are games for boys and others for 
girls. And haircuts, colors, clothes… 

Will you find an answer?

ME LLAMO PECAS
Raquel Díaz Reguera

3+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.95
220 x 290 mm · 8 3/5 x 11 2/5 in

“Oh, for the love of stinking skunk farts! My hair is 
still blue!”.

This witch is very angry. She wants her hair color 
booger green, blood red, or even muddy like a 
swamp. But not blue, like the blue fairy! She wants 
to be a witchy witch… so she decides she’s going to 
kidnap a kid at the park!

“Look at this runt, he’s stolen those dolls from her 
sister”, she thinks as she stalks her prey… But she’s 
in for a big surprise!

This fantastic book by Mariasole Brusa and 
Marta Sevilla is the winner of the V Edition of the 
Narrating Equality contest.

What are witchy things? This fantastic book with the 
winning text of the Narrating Equality contest is a story 
about a witch and her unsuccessful attempts at doing 

witchy things, and a kid that already does  
the things he likes: comb his dolls’ hair! 

WITCHY THINGS
Mariasole Brusa · Marta Sevilla
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea, Sweden.

Themes: Equality, Visibility, Diversity,  
Rights for Girls, Women, Feminism,  
Poetry, Tenderness.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

8 Backlist That Let Young Minds Wonder and Wander on Their Own 

4+

44 pages · 16,00 € · USD 17.95
260 x 300 mm · 10 1/4 x 11 4/5 in

Princess Nin is a firefighter, Princess Gilda is a 
supermarket cashier, Princess Agnes is retired, and 
Princess Liang is in a wheel chair.

Do all princesses live in a castle and 
spend their lives happily ever after 
with the prince? Could a princess  
be a working mom or in a wheel 
chair? What does it really take  

to be a princess?

THE TRULY BRAVE PRINCESSES
Dolores Brown · Sonja Wimmer

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Portugal,  
Russia, Greece.

Themes: Legend, Magic, Self esteem, Animals,  
Sea, Rainboow, Stars, Tenderness.

From the same ILLUSTRATOR:

3+

44 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95
275 x 255 mm · 10 4/5 x 10 in

What would happen if a seal and a turtle were 
transformed into humans? The legend says that if a 
sea creature sees a moonbow… 
Will Mimbi and Kipo go back to how  
they were? Will they be able to go back  
to the sea?

friendship A WAVE OF STARS
Dolores Brown · Sonja Wimmer
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, China, Korea, Rossia,  
Poland, Taiwan.

Themes: Empathy, Friendship, Animals, Emotional Intelligence, 
Solidarity, Generosity, Fable.

You may also like:

3+

40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
250 x 250 mm · 9 4/5 x 9 4/5 in

When Cricket goes for a walk, he finds Ladybug 
searching for something in her garden. She’s lost 
one of her spots! Since Cricket doesn’t have any 
spots, he doesn’t think they’re important. 

Bee has a problem too: her wing is all tangled up! 
Spider is running low on silk and Centipede doesn’t 
have enough shoes… But Cricket doesn’t think any 
of those things are that important. 

But what will Cricket do when he faces a problem?

Cricket doesn’t seem to care about his friends’ problems.  
What will happen when he has a problem? Will anyone care?

Selected for the Best Books of 2020 list by New York Public Library!

PUT YOURSELF IN MY SHOES
Susanna Isern · Mylène Rigaudie

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Korea.

Themes: Competitiveness, Jealousy, Friendship,  
Fun, Adventure.

From the same SERIES:

4+

40 pages · 14,90€ · USD 15.95
210 x 245 mm · 8 1/4 x 9 5/8 in

Raccoon wants to be the first in everything,  
and he almost always succeeds at it. But one day, 
Fox arrives at the forest…

A fun adventure to teach us that “being first”  
is not the most important thing.

Excessive competition can be negative and can 
sometimes bring anguish to children.

From acclaimed author Susanna Isern, 
comes this book to teach the youngest 

that “being first” is not the most 
important thing.

friendshipRACCOON WANTS TO BE FIRST
Susanna Isern · Leire Salaberria

friendship
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family

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, France, Brazil, Macedonia, Greece, Iran,  
Portugal, Korea.

Themes: Adoption, Family, Children, Love, Tenderness, Wait, Poetry.

4+

36 pages · 14,90 € · USD 15.95
220 x 290 mm · 8 3/5 x 11 2/5 in

Sometimes, when you want something very much, 
you have the feeling that it takes too long to arrive. 
We waited for you for so long.

And one day, finally, you arrived. 

From the author of The Truly Brave Princesses.

The wait of adopting a boy or a girl. The arrival to the 
family and the unconditional love of their adoptive parents.

THE DAY OF YOUR ARRIVAL
Dolores Brown· Reza Dalvand

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Anger, Empathy, Friendship, Distance, Kisses, Tenderness. 

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95
300 x 230 mm · 11 4/5 x 9 in

Fuzzigruff is a very big monster. 
Fuzzigruff is always angry. 
Fuzigruff is lonely. 
Is his bad temper the reason he is alone?

friendship LOOK OUT FOR FUZZIGRUFF 3+

Affection and laughs can make an angry monster 
(or little kid) become a cuddly one.

Carmen Gil · Laure du Faÿ
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, France, Estonia, Canada, Belgium, Latvia, Russia, 
Germany, China, Romania, Korea, Turkey, Portugal, Greece, Lithuania, Brazil. 

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Switzerland, China, France, 
Korea, Brazil, Romania, Czech Republic, Lithuania, Greece
Poland, Estonia, Taiwan, Turkey.

Themes: Tenderness, Family, Friendship, Poetry, Nature, Winter, Solidarity. 

Themes: Dream, Sleep Alone, Fear, Night, Family,  
Tenderness, Fable .

4+ MY BIG BEAR, MY LITTLE BEAR AND ME
Margarita del Mazo · Rocio Bonilla

3+

36 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95
240 x 310 mm · 9 1/5 x 12 1/5 in40 pages · 14,90 € · USD 16.95

280 x 240 mm · 11 x 9 1/2 in

It’s good to have a bear. But I have two  
and that’s even better! The big one is as strong as a 
giant, while the little one is soft like cotton.

But who is the big bear? 

A marvelous and tender story dedicated to daddy.

The perfect gift for dad! Sold in more than 8 languages!

The animals in Green Forest keep waking up to  
the surprise of little Dormouse sleeping in their 
houses. After they tell him to stop without asking 
why he does it, they’ll have to rescue him from 
Wolf’s house.

Dormouse wakes up every morning in a different place... 
Why doesn’t he sleep in his bed?

familyfears DORMOUSE AND HIS SEVEN BEDS
Susanna Isern · Marco Somà
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Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy.

Themes: Elephants, Mice, Pepper, Bullying, Fables, Storm.

From the same AUTHOR:

Rights sold to: USA, UK, Italy, Brazil, Korea.

Themes: Friendship, Sharing, Solidarity, Animals, Loss,  
Sadness, Emotions, Irony.

From the same AUTHOR:

3+

40 pages · 15,90 € · USD 16.95
275 x 255 mm · 10 4/5 x 10 in

Ali wants a pet: a dog, a cat, a chicken, an elephant… 
But her parents DON’T want animals in the house. 

One day the little girl finds a giant egg in the park 
and takes it home. She looks after it and pampers it. 
But then the egg hatches…

Is it easy to look after a dinosaur?  
What will people think when they meet him?

“Humorous without a trace of snark, this Spanish import hatches just 
right.” -KIRKUS STAR REVIEW   

ADOPTING A DINOSAUR
José Carlos Andrés · Ana Sanfelippo

friendship4+

44 pages · 15,90 € · USD 15.95
275 x 255 mm · 10 4/5 x 10 in

When elephants walk, they never bother to look 
down. Terrified of being crushed by giant feet, a 
group of mice have finally had enough! 

One day they come up with a plan. Could pepper  
be the solution to their problem? 

A delightful story of small creatures making  
a big impact!

You don’t have to be big to have a big plan! A mischief of mice 
devise a way of staying safe in a jungle full of elephants.

THE PEPPERSTORMhumor
Rafael Ordóñez · Marisa Morea






